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ABSTRACT 

Second-order traneltlon* In pur# polyvinyl *c#t»t#, 

cellulose acetate pure and pla#tlci*#d, celluloa# nitrate 

pure, plasticized, plasticized and stabilized, and plasti¬ 

cized ano cross-linked were studied using both mechanical 

and dielectric loss measurements'^ In the study of mechan¬ 

ical losses, the wain effort was directed towards low u 

frequencies, and equlpnent was designed which permitted 

Measurements down to about 10"^ cpe. Temperatures as low 

as -200°C were used in some cases, jfhe techniques made use 

of forced torsional oscillations or of a torsion pendulum. 

The results were expressed in terms of the complex modulus 

02' + 1^2' - an4 °2' ttnd °2" wtr* Plott#d &* functions of 

temperature. The peaks in the curves of 02 gave tempera¬ 

tures cnaracteristic of the transitions. Prom these, 

activation energies were obtained. 

Dielectric measurements were made at higher frequencies, 

i.e., 60 cps to 2 me. The dielectric constant was measured • 

as a function of temperature and from the positions of the 

peaks of thess curves graphs of log f versus lA... "•**# 
obtained, and the activation anerglea computad. Theaa 

measurements, though at highar frequencies, provided a 

useful comparison. 

Emphasis mss put on finding the location of tnoao^ 

pooka and their shifts eith frequency, plasticiser and 

cross-linking, stc. No offert was sad* to ooapart the 

conplftt curvos ovar ths whoIs tsapsratur* rangs. 
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Sineo the location of the peak on the temperature scale 

Is dependent on the preparation of the teat specimen and 

since there are often several peaks, the corresponding peaks 

occurlng at different frequencies were distinguished by their 

activation energy. 

For polyvinyl acetate the observed activation energy 

20 
of KCal/mole, In agreement with Meeds and Fuoss , 

Increaaed to ~120 KCal/mole at the very low frequencies. 

It is found that the activation energy is not constant 

with tempeititure but increases as the static transition 

temperature is approached. Examples are polyvinyl acetate, 

pure cellulose nitrate and some of the plasticized samples. 

No basic difference could be found In the dielectric 

behavior of cellulose triacetate and cellulose 2.3 acetate. 

Activation energlee of ~35 to 45 KCal/nole were obtained. 

The addition of a plasticizer does not change radically 

the value of the activation energy for any particular tran- 

eltlon. but only shifts the peaks to lower temperatures, 

this shift becomes relatively smaller as the plasticizer 

content continues to Increase. Variation of plasticizer 

content In cellulose nitrate from to ~60£ Increased 

the activation energy from ~23 to ~50 KCal/nole. 

The addition of a stabilizer makes the measurements 

more consistent and reproducible. It» presence reducás 

the activation energy; the effect is similar to that pro¬ 

duced by a cross-linking agent. 
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Cortrairr to oxpoetotion, crota-lif^in* rtCoet* «*• 

valu* of tls« actiratlaa «twrsj *s ot^rred frat ei*l*ctri* 

oeaaurenento. It» prasane« did not wüoï.aay •Fpraclaii* 

difference in the pechenleal oeMerenwota. Bowrer, in 

both caaes, the transition peaks shift to lower t«*r.< rat urea 

Plasticised aaxplea are fourl to be rather unstable. 

It la suspected that the plasticizer evaporates durln* tha 

ezperlnenta, thus Often leadIns to Incorrect résulta. Thie 

erratic behavior renders It difficult to Hüte precise atate- 

■ents. 
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i. nmwDucxio« 

Aaon¿ the luiuy properties of high polyaarc, the ao-oalled "McooJ-ordcr 

traut Itlun hnj received a great aaount of attention. The transition 

teep^ rature - -or better, the transition region—In that narrow region la 

which variou*, physical properties exhibit a discontinuity la variation 

with tbftperuture. In particular, the specific beat shows «nonalies at, or 

hrouud this polht, giving rise to a curve ae a function of teapereturn 

reseabllng the iuiuu .s' curve so well-known In order-dlsordar transitions 

In metals (e.g. ¿orass), In hyurogeu hallues and other substances. Because 

of thir susilarIty the name "secoau-order transition" has also been used 

Tor the apparently wit. liar p be none an in high polynsrs. 

According to the generally accepted usage of tbs words, s first ordsr 

phase transition such us crystallisation or vapor1 .atloo Involves s dis¬ 

continuity In tbs primary tberDouynaalc variables like voluns, energy or 

entropy when described as a lunctloo of teagersture. A secoan-order 

transition, however, Is characUrlseu by a sudden change la the first 

derivativas oi the themodyaanlc variables, la other words, the seooad- 

order transition Involves Intensive1 properties Uhs the mai expansivity, 

refractivlty, specific heat or oavreanlhUity, ate. An lavaatlgstlaa of 

the behavior of any of ttesn Intensive properties providas laforastioa 

shout the second-order transition. 

The second-order transitiOM ara sana Ida rad true ttemndynli 

transitions in the sansa that they are éannrihaMn In tana of the variables 

energy, entropy and teuerstem. They tevn tte ateraetar of soogarotlvn 
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ptaeoMWQCin, and their quantitativ» theoretical trcataent baa aad* con- 

iidorabie projrt»*.*' Many aodala that har» be«n viaad laau to u»U-dafland 

tranaitlon ttaper«ture». 

However, there are narked differeneea in the behavior of high polyeera 

and aw tala, e.g., in the aacond-order tranaitlon region. The aoet cowon 

■et hod for de^enalnlng the tranaitlon te ape rature la the voliætric Method : 

when the voluaw 1« plotted at a function of taapemture, the a lope ahowa 

e dlacontlnuity at thla teaperature. K great nuwber of high polynwra 

btve been studied in this way and gave evidence of one or even Bore than 

one tranaitlon taaperature.* It is worthwhile noting that in nany casea 

the change in alope la on the borderline of experimental certainty, and 

eoaetloee the neaeured points could nlso be represented by n curve instead 

of a broken line. Furthermore, the point la aenaltivc to the conatltutlon 

of the pol'/aer and the epee If 1c bent curvee are »ore gradual than in the 

caae of "claieleal" second-order transitions. It is also striking that 

In tba saaa teaperature region a softening of the Material occurs, and 

that It change* fres a brittle to s soft subits nee (as the teaperature 

Is raised). This transition Is thus also called tba "glass-liquid" 

transition. On the basis of these facts, the transition already had been 

related at an early tlae to the aaset of rotation of the polyasr aoleculas 

and was soaetlass compared with the oaset of rotation as observed la the 

second-order traits it loa of hydrogen halites and paraffins. 

Aao* the first to point to aa sasaatlal dlffsreaoe between ths tran¬ 

sitions la high polymers aad classleal second-order trassitloas ware 

•Par a •isaatry of early data see, for estaple, Boyer aad Bpenoer; 
a—glee of aore ttaa oaa traasltloa saa later la this the els. for 
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Alfrey, OoWla*«r «ad IRrk^ who. In thotr lnr«stl4»tloo on poljotyrana, 

found a tin* tepaadaoc« of tb* ••cond-ordar tmnaltlon point. According 

to th«M author» tha trän» it loo than naraly rapraaanta th» taaparatura 

where the rate of attalnnent of «qulllbrlua or tha relaxation tina of 

•one Internal aechanlaa 1» of th» order of tha tin» »cal» of th» experlaent. 

Thu» thla type of a »»cond-order trau» it ion »eaa» to ha date rained by a 

rate proce»» rather than ' ' a true theraodynaalcal phaae chañe». Ia fact 

aoat »ynthetlc polymraabow rotation around tha bond» of th» chain back¬ 

bone. The rotation» ara hindered by tha potential barrier». Whan th» 

the real energy bacana» great eno^h, rotation begin», lar liar fuo»»^ 

had »ugg»»ted that this rate procewa wee responsible for the peak» la tha 

dielectric loss curve» which ha observed In polyvinyl chloride and other 

polyners having polar groups. B» also pointed to the relation of his 

observation to the »eeoad-order transition. 

Among the first to correlate the transition point with nachaalcal 

loa» ware Sack? ana hie associates. Loss peaks wars observad ■ tallar to 

those found with dielectric asasureaents. linea tha occurrence of »lastlo 

loase» Is not bound to the polar grotv*, this asthod permits the study of 

aoo-pol»i' substnaoos also, north*raore, sino* aseheaJeal asMurwast* ana 

be nada easily at vary low frequsaoleo, they My be uaeful la irtiaált 

tha freipasncy mags, lince tha work of lack sad hl» asaos tatas, tha study 

of aachaaloal losaos has baasM a uaeful tool la tha lavuatlpktioa of 

second-order transition la hi# pc Iyer». Iha jraaaat lavoatlgttlna la 

a further eagerlaaatal coatrlkutioa to thin flail, with partlsulnr aghaels 

on tbs Influaaoa of plaetlsUlaf and arosa-Unkla|. 



The pr»»¿nce of % pUstiei^r i»:?»*»«* the »obimy of the chftlaa 

*na, since the ««cor. i-order tmraitioas are relate«: to achUity of the 

polyaer chains, their occurrence is influenced by the addition of the 

plastlcicer. Boyer aod Spencer3 sixe an ejuatioa relatin« the palyatr 

fraction V» in a plasticixed poljraer to its activation energy X as 

Lo^ y\ - AxBjw^ + 

JUsvHing the conditions of isorvlsoxis state, the viscosity H is taken 

to be constant. Then 
Wa D g 

«T 

•-•here A, B- and D are constants, T the absolute tenpemture and P the 

gas constant. The «-iustians are not strictly correct because the acti¬ 

vation «Der57 B Itself cuaae«* '•-'d» 'dee addition of a plasticiser. 

Kautmrcr, in his investisatioas on polyvinyl chloride, founa that the 

activation anergy decreased with an increase in plasticiier content. 

In particular, Boyer and Spencer have «irava a curve-based oa tte work 

of Uberreiter10 on nitrocerUlose plasticised with various awaarta of 

trier«syl plwsphate—of tha sqnure root of the polycer fraction »12 

a®a.ix:5t tie reciprocal of transition temperature Ta. Accord ins to 

ti-re authors, "the first few percent of the plasticli«- produce a 

rather strhed Icwcring of ïa tni repreaenU a saturation or merntxal- 

isstion of the hydrwyl crovx* alonjj tl* cellulose chain. The «ore 

gradual decrease in Ta which follows Bay then signify a neutraUsatiai» 

of polar groups." Überreiter cfctaiaed a transition temperature 

of kC C for his pure nitrocellulose. With lOj, kQ? and 60$ of trietesyl 

pbospinte the transition teapexatare acved down to -30¾ aad-^^ 

respectively. These values were obtained fro« vol«ae t«o*ratur» curwM. 

Suck curves do not describe the frequency dependence. 



Bueche,11 free hi* a««*u.-«aent» üf y1»cou» fio- oí polyttyren* of 

Taryiag cvoccr*tratioii* la solution 1a *i*thyl bcoicoc, ha* ccuputed th* 

vnlues of the aetiratioa energy es » runction of the conce.atrAtica. 

AccorCiag to this laveetigator the »ctiratioa eaer©- varied froa 2 to 

100 kcai.;Bole ia 6’olag froa the pure solvent to the pure polyner. 

"he present verk ves un^ertakea la order to gather tiore iafoneetion 

about tne secoad-order traasitlan, lo particular -ith respect to its 

depeaieace on frequency and the degree of plaaticitatloa and crosa- 

1 inking, etc. It is a continuation and extension of the investigations 

by Woods,1*’ who stu-ied several high polyiaers including pure cellulose 

nitrate. He ccsrptired the viscoelastic behavior vith the dielectric 

behavior of each polyoer, a procedura that -a» also folloved through¬ 

out the present work. Woods found that for cellulose nitrate the corre- 

spooling transitions for viscoelastic behavior occurred at higher 

temperature than those for tha diul«ctrlc behavior. Huvever, tbs 

activation energy -as the sate in both cases and vas equal to about 

4.6 kcal./tale. The transition at the Invest frequency ( 50 cps In 

oechanical «msurenents) occurred at -70*0 which Is vary different 

fron a value expect«- on thu basis of Uberreitor’s arpar lisent at tero 

frequency. 

The investigations reported herein consist in the study of the 

dielectric and elastic lesees of staples of cellulose nitrate, purs 

and plnsticlxei and crots-llnkeu to tarions usgroos, of pure and 

plasticised cellulose acetate and of pure p-lyvlnyl anetate. Woods* 

work bad shown tint elastie losses versus tseperature curves for poly- 

Tlnyl acetate showed peeks la a region close to but above re«* teepet - 

ture for frequencies of 1 cps or aorc. It was Interesting, therefore, 



« 
to extenà those a»a*urenents to atlU lover fmjaenciea. Dr. TTsaj and hla 

««»00lateo of Cornell Ualreralty CiotlJtry Departnent had »tailed ceUulo»» 

acetate and It vas of interest to he able to cwnpare r*a«lt». Cell.uloae 

nitrate, being one of the celluioae ûerlratlTe» exhibitins sere than on» 

transition and chareetSrised by relatirsly larse »lie chain», va» of 

interest bccanac the influence of plasticization and crcas-lincii^ could 

be subetAntial. It ha- been studied with regard to other properties by 

Dr. Newnein and Dr. Drochuel frt» the Hercules Pcvder Company. 

Since différé act techniques were used in the different frequency 

regiono, the result» are represented in a fora independent of the constant» 

of the apparatus. This vas achieved by interpreting the experi«entally 

obtained qmntitica in tenas of the real ani ina^iairy part» of tho nodulu». 

Thus plot» of Os’ and Gp" a- sinst temperature are given throughout this 

thesis, /roa the positions on the tenperatuxa scale of the peai» of Op" 

for various frequencies, the activation energies for the saeplea were ob¬ 

tained. 

A »txiaun texp-rature rans® of -170¾ to ^130¾ Jau* been covered. 

However, not ell the suele» how bean studied over this whole ranee. Par 

»»•pie, the plftstlcisor would evaporate at a rapid rate at tlie higher 

tewporntux*». . In general the plfcstlciied »a^jlea were not ettòlc over very 

lnna tice«, but shoved definite drift» towards a Ijowhx plnsticixer content. 

A frequency rango of 10*^ ep# to 102 epe w.» cowered for ■erlwntoal 

■easureaent». For electrical aeMurtoenU, however, the frequeo-y was wwh 

higher; fron 60 epa to 2 as. 



II. TEST SPECIMENS 
7~ 

The various high poljTsor samples which were Investigated 

during the wort« described here are listed In the table on 

pages 9 and 10. 

The ptlyvlnyl acetate had been prepsred and used by Wooda^ 

In his measurements. Cellulose 2.3 acetate pure and with "M-l? 

santiclzer“ and cellulose triacetate pure and plasticized with 

metacreaol were prepared by Messrs. Russell and Van Karpel of 

the Cornell Chemistry Department.* All these samples were 

prepared by pouring solutions of the high polymers on a mercury 

surface, drying wltn dry air the film that formed, and then 

waterleachlng and drying them again in an oven. 

The celluloae nitrate samples had been specially prepared 

by Dr. S. Newman and his associates at the Hercules Powder Co.t 

In general these samples were obtained by spreading a eolation 

on a horizontal plate and leveling it to an even thickness by 

means of parallel blades. These samples were much smoother 

In appearance and more even in thickness than those of Woods 

and Russell. 

Por the dielectric measureaents, disks of l-1/*}" diameter 

were cut from these samples by a puach. Most of these samples 

were gold plated on both sides for better surface contact with 

the electrode plates. Por the process oi coating, the disks 

were covered with aluminum masks covering s belt of */16" width 

• The author wishes to thank Dr. J. Russell and 
Dr. R. 0. Van Karpel for their help In providing these samples. 

t The author wishes to express his appreciation and thanks 
to Dr. S. Newman and associates for specially preparing thcas 
samples. 



along th* ria, arxS th*m goldplatod by empo ratio» ln *»cwu«. 

Th* »"»pies «ere kept about 11" frcw the heater In order to 

■Intel** any loss of toe plasticizing agent. The Ms?leo 

frei the Hercule* Powder Co. aere wiootb vnovttfr mo that the 

softer »»»plea could be need uncoated ulchout tepalrlng the 

contact with the condenser electrodes. The gold plated sam¬ 

ple» were stored In a desiccator to keep then dry. 

The saaples for the »echanlcal neasurenents »ere cut In . 

the form of strips of approxlitately 5 c* x 1 cjb. Those with 

a higher elastic modulus were cut somewhat narrower. 

The stock sanóles were enclosed In plastic bags and kept 

at.roo« te»perature. 

The plasticiser Mt tac resol cnrstallltes at +6°C and bolla 

at 217°C whereas K-17 «anilelxcr eryatalltee» st -40¾ and 

bollo at 3¾¾. Por noat o? the plasticised cellulose nitrate 

samples diethyl phthalite tas. used. Two s*s®l*s »ere plasti¬ 

cised by the tora stelle ûi(2-9U<yl bexyl) piar alate.. Tíie 

cellulose nitrate for ttussse two aarsles wan t«0e*n frwi a 

different batch. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

11- 

A. Hechanlcal Meaaunemwts. 

All œasureoents were Bade with «Innsoldally varying 

stresaes. Three different techniques were used for diffei'ent 

frequency regions, namely, frequencies »uch lower than 1 cps, 

of the order of I cps, and nueh higher than 1 cps. In men y 

cases the strain amplitude waa varied and It was found that 

the results were independent of this parameter. Thus It Is 

permissible to treat the aaiaple as a linear visco-elastic 

material, and to describe the elastic behavior under the 

periodic loading by a complex elastic modulus. 

a. Low Frequency Revlon, (less than 1 cps.) 

The low frequency response was studied by Beans of forced 

torsional oscillations. The principle of this method in simi¬ 

lar to one used by Ptullppoff1^, though the Instrument Itself 

la quite different. The plastic sacple In the form of a thin 

narrow strip was attach-ed at its upper end b (see figure 2) 

to a copper wire stretched vertically above it. The lower 

end c of the specimen was claraped to a rigid support. A sinu¬ 

soidally varying torque was applied to the upper end a of the 

wire and was transmitted through the wire to the sample. Due 

to the viscous doucping of the sample the angular displacement 

of Its upper end b lag» behind that of the upper end of the 

wire. Thus a phase difference'í* exists beUeen the angular 

displacements of a and b, which is a measure of the damping. 

This angle can be obtained In two different waya. If the 

motion of a and b la projected simultaneously by neana of 

two light beams on a comuon scale, then the two light spots 
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*«ill ero*# twice during each cycle. This "croea-ceer poist 

can be recorded and fix» it Y c*10 calculated, Fwa fig. 3 

it ia seen that IT 0, , is the angular displace®«** of *. ««* 

Ax 1# it* amplitude, and and A2 the correepondlnfi «».»ístltiea 

for b, then one has 

Q, a A,.**+- wC a*U A»k(c^. wt-y) lX> 

where u* anf is the angular frequency. The angle G at the 

cross-over point is then determined by the relatlonat 

0=^,0«^ = («tc-V) ----(2) 

where tc Is the time at which the crossing occur*. S^nc* 

- and “ ar* in general srill, one can use for conT.-nience 
At 

developmenta in serle a and one obtains In first e^^roxiaatlon. 

t « f1 - ""‘t3) 
In a typical. ex&r..ple the following values were recorded: 

ß- 2.0, 5.7, 2.9; Ax - 49-7. b3-l. ^9-65 awS - ^7-9. 

47.7, 27-7 at 2b°C, 0°C and -40°C reapectlvely. Tt^e error* In 

Ÿ dus to neglecting higher order tenas are 6^, l?k a«d 

However, the error in reading the various quantities <» tue 

scale is t .1 which yields an error for the si*îl* readlnç of 

about at -40°C where the los» p- a* occurs in this «««- 

At higher tenperutures due to the decrease af the elastic 

modulus of the sa-pies, Ag becoaes nearly equal to Aj •n*' th* 

method Just discussed bee ones unprecise. ünder^th*»« ccoli- 
\ \ 

tions another procedure is followed« the angU^.a ncssured 

at that time whenO, - 0 and V* & . using again the first 

approximation only. This method was used, for •ximple. 1« «*• 

case of polyvinyl acetate which hut a trermitlon te«i>*r*t*r* 

near 35°C and has a low modulus. The maximum valus of S mam 

i 
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0.09 while A3 ejipreseed *s aJevaAc« o¡. -ne «cele .«s a^a; 

33 cn\. Por necoraW^-ítóii O, - v» ¿¿ ¿« .wxese-ry lo Zoilo« 

tíie cw> spova ai,.altaj1*o»a*y. w-Mcr. xa t*o¿ *e ccf.»r-..;*rtc as 

the 6bse.Tfa;*on <jl li.e cru-is-omrr po*.r.»s. a.*i u.«* w.:« i«st«r 

laeihoó ».as ai-ajó pre;crrva «.aer. toe eor.e4U.oju» peraittea it. 

The phase an¿le 'p a*» ceieiiitoeó o> toe iwo j.eiaoes Jost 

.'aenl.loneó car» aoa be te latea -o toe axieissiic coaaiaaia of toe 

sample. Let be tre couples a-e«r rx>-oiua of toe copper **;* 

ano *í, a oonato..t uepeuoLn* ca ito ««oueiricel ci_eo3¿.'.ris, aoc 

sitiilarljr 02 anoCfj tne correspoot^ná <;aîû.i.iv4ea i or me sample, 

íhen, as ior.¿ as toe irequtocy of wie 40 :a lo ¡val oscillations W 

lo rauch lower than toe «teaonauice irw<iuexiey of toe sample-elre 

system (which is greater toan 100 cpa), one bas 

»<2 S3 ea = Gt (6(-¾) ....(4) 
and since ar.d Og are both complex 

iGa+ i 0¾ ....(5) 

Vrritlns % and 0a as /3, « and ^respectisely, one 

obtains: 

+ CÍ! (G-i +lG')} /»aelir* CC/G->Î.6,X.-..(6) 

troax ralch Go1 and Gg" csn be calculated 

ClioLt G/K»»»y) ....(7) 
and 

Because ^ csall— the nlghest values observes were about 

-one can égala use e rirst &pproxljeàa11 on ml «rites 

and 
^ âit} 

% ••••«“> 



Th* valu* of the factor !f} la of the order of 3 x 10^ 

aa determined experimentally by replacing the polymer cample 

by a copper aire similar to the one uaed aa suspension. Thia 

value includes the losses due to the clamping. The largest 

value of f as mentioned above usa 0.15, the values of-ii are 
*2 

of the order of 2 to 3- The last term In the bracket in equa¬ 

tion 9 la of the order of 10-^ while the first term la of the 

order of 1. In most casea the last teia can, therefore, be 

neglected. 

In equation 10 the first tena in the bracket has a value 

of the order of 3 x 10~3 near the transition region while the 

second tens is of the order of 2 x 10“1. Thus the flret term 

la aboutw^J^th of the second. Neglecting thia ten« la there¬ 

fore also Justified. In the auxiliary experiment using a 

copper wins in place of the sf.’jple It was found that the 

d it ping due to the wire and the clamping was nearly constant 

throughout the whole temperature range and, therefore, though 

the first tena effects the absolute valúen of aa" it does not 

change the position of the pcslt as a function of temperature, 

the study of which In the prime objective of this work. The 

absolute values are also influenced by the Inherent uncertainty 

in the values of and CÍ^. Thece errors were caused by un¬ 

evenness of the dimensions of the sanóles, uneven clssiplng and 

some stretching during the experiment. 

A schematic diagram of the apparatus used for this type 

of measurement la shown in figure 2, and a ph .tograph of the 

equipment la glvtn In figura 1. In Ita latast design it could 

operate at the frequencies 5.8 z 10"8, I.5 z 10-2, 3,6 x 10 



and 9.0 X 10~* cycles per second. The sinusoidally varying 

torque was applied by means of a easi-operated Mechanism. The 

rate of oscillations could be changed to any of the four values 

by shifting geara In the drive mechanism, while the amplitude 

of the applied torque couid be varied by repositioning an 

adjustable pivot. Motor and gears were outside a can which 

contained the sample. The motion so generated was transferred 

through a wignetic coupling to a carriage supported on Jewel 

bearings inside the can. Thla provided a very simple mesne of 

transmitting the torque, eliminating the need for a moveable 

vacuum Joint. However, because of the lacle of rigid coupling, 

the amplitude A* varied somewhat due to the variations In the 

elastic properties of the sample as the temperature changed, 

even through the uaplltude of the motion of the magnet was 

kept conatint. The cell was evacuated by reaiu* of a fore- 

pump during the experiment In order to avoid condensation of 

the moisture In and around the sample. As already mentioned 

by Woods, the pretense of moisture In the es;.pie can shift 

the position of the loe» peak. In a slrilar way as Is observed 

with the addition cf a plasticiser. 

A copper wire of 3.54 x 10"2 cm dia-»uter could be screwed 

to the lower end of the carriage. The lower end of the wir« 

was soldered to a thin stainless steel tube which bad a brasa 

clamp b at the other end. This brass eíÁap »«cured tbe other 

end of the polymer suple In fora of a strip of about 5x1 

xO.03 cas. The lower end of the sample was bold fixed In a 

base clasp at the bottom of a double walled cylinder which 

served as a cooling or heating Jacket. Thla clamp did not 



permit any rotation of the lower end of the »ample atout Ite 

vertical axla but permitted, by mean» of two »pringa, some 

compensation of uneven stretching along It» two vertical edge». 

The copper wire was stretched atralght pulling the »ample up¬ 

right and was then »crewed to the carriage. The Jacket waa 

held in position with two stainless steel pipe» which »erved 

as Inlet and outlet for liquid nitrogen for cooling or for 

hot air for heating. It waa possible to make measurement» 

down to -l8i>°C and up to +^°C. For heating to »till higher 

temperatures, up to about 90¾. Infrared lamps were employed 

to heat the whole cell from outside and air was let Into the 

cell to Improve theheat transfer to the sample. The tempera¬ 

ture could be maintained to better than a degree for a period 

of ono minute except below -140°C where the rise In teiRperature 

was somewhat faster. For the very low frequencies where the 

period was of the order of minutes, the temperature changed 

»lightly during the time needed for the measurement, and the 

temperature was read before and after each measurement, and 

an average waa taken. The temperatures were measured by »sans 

of two coppor-constantan thermocouples, cne placed near one 

end, and the other near the middle of the sample. An average 

of the two roadings wae taken. 

Two mirrors were mounted on the carriage and on the 

upper clamp of the »ample, and two »pota of light* were re¬ 

flected onto a curved »cale of radius of curvature 183 

and placed at about 180 cm from the mliTora. The position* 

of the two »pot* were adjusted to coincide when the »ample 

was unstrained. The epot from the lower wlrror wan very 

sensitive to outside vibrations. Foam rubber cushions were 



put ander the three lege ©f the angle iron stand uhlch supported 

the cell. In turn, the acoden hoard which supported the stand 

rested on compressed rvbbcr shock absorbers. 

During the cooling and heating soae aamplea twisted, prob¬ 

ably due to internal atros-sés introduced during the preparation 

of the sheets of materials from which the samples were cut. 

This shifted the center position of the light beams and nade 

its readjustment necessary as the tejaperature changed. Measure- 

Bents were mors reproducible when the sample was warning up after 

being cooled down to the lowest desirable temperature, though 

some runs wire »«de during cooling also. In order to check if 

there was any hysteresis. If the rate of cooling was slow 

enough, no such effect was found. 

The geometrical constants , and were computed 

according to 
_ f7 R , . 

ZL'ta .*-.(11) 

and j 

«'V - ZK ( --tr) ••••<«> 
where R is- the »diu* of the wire and <£ its length, and w, t 

and 1B are the width-, toiekness and length of the e’rple re¬ 

spectively . 

b. The |»*dlws .pgeojieaey. Region. 

For frequencies of approxtotely one cycle per second, 

the decay of the amplitude of oscillations of a freely vibrat¬ 

ing torsion pendulu* was Beaaurcd. The pendulum consisted of 

a copper wire and a narrow strip of the polymer sample In sérica 

as shown in figure 4. The upper end of the copper wire and the 

lower end of the polymer sample were clasped rigidly to the 

support system. An inertia »«aber was mounted at tha placa 



«h*n» the wir« *** attach«« to the polymer ewnple. This member 

***,» rotate« »Ugistly about the vertical asla twlating the wire 

and the »ample, and waa then releaoed, eettlng the pendulum 

into a daspwi free rotar? oscillation. Aa long as the damping 

la not too high, one can write the e-.-uatlona of motion using 

again complex »oâull; 

X Ô - - + ....(13) 

eíj, G-J. aivdwj (rx refer to the aame quantltlea aa In the case 

a. I la the Bornent of Inertia of the pendulum bob and $ the 

angle of torsion. Setting 

6 m ©0 e 

one obtains -, 

_ ßo e cuii*“ os'^ 

_ «a /-.7 

.(14) 

.(15) 

and 

R» 

*nîISfx JËj 
cCa 

....(16) 

Li”'*« valu* of S ever recorded in the«« experimenta 

aa 'lesa tfcanö.3. «serefór», fi" ras about IO'1 end the maxl™ 

,un value» of f2 ware about 10 for I - 81 03. cr.2, and about 

1 for I m IS'D es. cil2. ïf rrefora, lu «quation 15 the second 

tern on tbs right aids la about 400 tl«» »aller than the 

ff ret tem, asid ©rsa tiren be »f fleeted. In equation 16, how¬ 

ever, the second tem on the right henil olde la not negligible 

especially when o la rrr.ll. However, 01" ta mentioned earlier 

▼artlea little with teaperature. This tena, therefore, 

though chtnglns the absolute value of 02" doea not affect the 

position of toe transition petit. Tbia tern haa been neglected 

In the conputatlona merely for take of convenience. 

the logarithmic dec resent la determined by observing the 

r,rn«^w^« of oaclUatlon: S le given by >r **5 ( •‘here 



Aj la tb* aapllïwl* cf tfc« flrtt aad that of the (ivfl)tb 

••cilletien-. Knowing I, CCj.aaílí, fro« geoatetrleel <JJ.»ert*iona 

end ohtalatrs 6 end f2 frow t*e «gwrinwant, a2' end Gg* can 

be corputed. 

It aaoiild be »entloned bene that the forwwlee dev*loped 

above are valid only if the ayste« eaa be comldered as one of 

One d¢5-3nee of freedoa, l.e., If toe freqiwncy of the pendulwa 

la. very loe aa eccoared to the rweoaanee frso.oeneles of the 

torsional vibrations of the wire and the Baaple alone. Tfcla 

condition was always fulfille-i 1--. these axperlaenta. 

The a«ie enclosinre was »»»•? as In eethod a, see figure 1. 

The forced torsion arrangoaent was replaced by the torsion 

pe^dulm assenbly. ^or this ynerpoa« the typer carriage with 

Jeael beuris’vis was repltcel by a fixed elaMp to sshlch the 

upper eel of the copper wir« er .a attached by neons of a screw 

at a. Eva lower e.td Of the csyper wli-e «as soldered to a thin 

stainless steel tube i-rMch carried a «leap b at Its lower end, 

and the upper end of the aasple vrs eljtoped at b while ita 

lower eai »saa secured la the brae clirp at to* bottoa of the 

ccoliit» ¿ticket In the eta» *m»r as In rcthod a. Burin® 

■ownttbs of the Maple toe «rpor and of th® wire was stretched 

a little and then aewwed tl®bt. A horlsontal flat Iron bar, 

welded at Its cer.tcr to toa ctal.nl&.ca eteol tuba and carrying 

at Its two anda tno brats cr-a, fenrad the Inertial masher. 

The cuya could be filled tilth lead shots or Interchanged with 

heavier blocha to provide different neoents of 'Inertia and, 

therefore, different periods of oscillation. 
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Dlrectly underneath the pendulua bar an electro-magnet 

was placed such that Its pole pieces were displaced by about 

10 degrees with respect to the «is of the bar when the latter 

was at its rest position. 

The whole assembly was enclosed in an outer Jacaet not 

shown in the figures 2 and 4 but visible in the photograph 

figure 1. The enclosure is covered with a layer of asbestos 

to reduce heat conduction, and was evacuated so that besides 

removing moisture fron the cell and the sample it also reduced 

danping due to air friction to a negligible amount. 

The electromagnet was energised by means of a relay for 

a short period only, so as to impart an impulse to the péndulo«. 

If the field were left on for a 10¾er period, additional damp¬ 

ing would be orouted by the ration of the bar in the magnetic 

field. Since the impulse was of the nawe magnitude every tine, 

it started osalllations of alwost tin» Rare Initiai amplitude 

for ore set of readings at eaco taapemturs. 

A en:.11 minor moor.ted on the tube aUive ti'.e bar reflected 

a spot of light onto a scale Junt aa In method a. 

Up to twenty oscillations «er« timed to obtain the fre¬ 

quency. Tha amplitudes before and after an/ a oisclUasiona 

were noted and € computed from the»« reading». Cooling or 

heating and recording of temperatures «aa Just aa in method a. 

Values of I «ehe calculated frea the weight of wach member of 

the pendulum and its geoaetrlc dimension». 

c. The wich- Precuencj System. 

Host of the measurement» at frequencies greater than 

1 epa were made by Woods12; howevwr, subséquent to tola work, 

bis equipment wa» »odifled »Ugtotly »nd * f•« »ddltlonal 
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■easurenents »ade. 

Wood« alao »easured the d«cay of the amplitude of vibration 

of a freely oscillating body, but In hla cate the oscillation* 

eere the transverse flexure of a reed and the ayatea »a* not 

loaded with a »aas. Since some of the aamples were very flexible 

and not stiff enough to keep thtwsselvea in a fixed position or 

to support a drive coll, and since damping took such high values, 

that the vibration of the Sample alone would have been nearly 

aperiodic, a conposlte oscillator was used. A brass strip was 

clamped at one end and the. ample was attached to it at the 

other end. The metal was excited into transverse vibration 

and its decay was measured. By adjusting the ratio of the 

masses of the notai reed and that of the specimen, a daaping 

of the composite oscillator coult. be obtained that was In the 

optimiza frequency range. Since the polymer sample influences 

only to a as.-11 degree the resonance frequency f0 but essen¬ 

tially determines its dsn ping <5 * It baa found that f0 varies 

only llttlo with temperature. Aa a consequence S of the whole 
system and Qg" of the eaeple are proportional, with a propor¬ 

tionality constant which is practically constant for a ccopíete 

temperature mn. 

To excite the vibration a sra.ll coil of about 133 turns 

of no. 42 A.-.G end weighing about 3 S». was attached to the 

end of the metal reed in the case of the composite oscillator, 

or at the end of the plastie sample in those cases where It 

was stiff enough to support the coil (e.g. pure cellulose 

nitrate). The samples were of the order of 3 x ^ ea. cut 

fro» the aa»e sheets aa the aaaples used ln »ethods • and b. 

The coll lay between the pole pieces of a loudspeaker typo 



peraan«nt aa£n*t, {see figure 5) « «Igra! fe4 Into the coll 

from an audio oscillator waa tuned to the resonance frequency 

of the ayates. The oscillator output level could be regulated 

so aa to keep the eaiplltude at a desirable value. By means of 

tuo relays the Input signal was then cut off and the coll lead» 

were immediately connected through an arpllfier to a counter 

with discrimination which was so adjusted that the counting 

stopped when the jorplltude was below 4 of the original value. 

These functions are shown in figure 6. The reciprocal of the 

number of counts registered by the counter gave the value for 

^ . The signal could also be viewed on an oscilloscope. X 

band pass filter was inserted in the circuit in order to cut 

down the noise and outside pick up. 

The eanple end the i*«.gnst were covered with a double 

walled Jacket (see figure 5) which could be cooled by pumping 

liquid nitrogen through It as in previo»»» aetbod.» or heated by 

means of heating colls. The teapere.tu.res wars Measured by two 

thennocouples mounted on a Cummy eewple clasped parallel to the 

eaieple »«na*r inveeticatlon. The cell «rae eer.cuatcd. For every 

value of tee torpe rature aa averags of at least five counts of 

n was tabea. 

The variations in the cocnta of n were caused to a large 

part by the alight variations in the «aWn® end breaking of the 

relaya. To avoid this cause of error, the method waa somewhat 

changed. A tiny permanent aagaot waa attached to the aaaple on 

the opposite aide of the coil and dlaplared from the axle of 

the coll. The magnet moved inaide another coil of a great num¬ 

ber of turns and connected to the acope and the counter through 

the aaae amplifying, circuit, kith thla arrangement the relaya 

ware eliminated. 
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The main difficulty with this eyetea wee the fact that 

the composite oscillator could vlhrate In «ore than one node, 

unless the brasn reed and the epod^n were cciapletely matched. 

Since the elastic properties of the eae.ple changed markedly 

with temperature, the cooposite oecillator also changed Its 

mode of vibration giving rise to peaks that were difficult to 

Interpret «juantltatlvely. 

Various other modifications were tried, such ao clamping 

the smaple on both ends, taking resonance curves instead of 

decay times, and others, but ln genoral the resulte were not 

entirely satisfactory. It became clear that for these samples, 

with their very special properties. It would be necessary to 

develop a new method. However, since time was lacking to under¬ 

take new developiauitB, end since the results are bellsved to be 

of general Interest, If not entirely quantatlvely satisfactory, 

they ere Included In this report. 

•B. Cloluctric i-.x-bureegnts. 

If the os.pis forms part of tha dieIf Ctrlo tedlua of a 

condensar, tha Imaginary part of the complex d .electric con¬ 

stant, can be determined from ■■ <7* ■ £"Co »hers C0 

Is tho capacity of the ccnderu or In Vacuum, R is the reolst- 

anco, Q the conductance, and w the angular frequency of the 

applied electric field. With a conventloral bridge circuit. 

Woods Matured G/w and capacity C of polymer osrplea over • 

temperature range of -ieo°C to +150°C and for frequencies of 
30, 152, 552, 5520 cps. Since C0 is s constant Independent 

of température, the behavior of£" with temperature can be 

deecribed by plotting 0/w versus t°C curves. 

In the present work, tha measuring cell used was tho 



ma t' Wcodn wltü «llgni podlTicatlons with n*p*ct 

to the **t4»i of controlllr-5 te.s«perat«TB. Voe cwll.. Ulu«-^ 

trated la Pic- 7. couli be «vAcusted; cooling w** don* with 

lUtuld Mltroíjsa, aM ho-ting by Hlehre« eolia. Th« aa*pl*a 

w«re ia tl» form of circular dialr».. prreioualy ¿eacribed, 

aaadwisned between two ctr-fully eurfsetd braaa dieke. Por 

frequMasiaa from 60 epe to 50 kc a r*»lat«mc® capacitanca 

B.c. bridge (Gérerai Radio H&-C Bridge) wea uaed. For 

freqtwKslea alwve 50 kc « Q**«ter (Boontoa Radio Corp. Typ* 

160a) ica* ute. Thla inatiwînt^ wada directly the Q value 

of the ayate« ard fro» this tí» fl/w was coaçuted. Sanplea 

were atieSied fre i frequeneleo fron 60 cp« to 2 *¡cp» at te*- 

peratuma fre* -170°C ho +TOcC approzlaa^ly. 
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I?. SXÍEaiX^Wa RESULTS AM» discussion 

Introduction. It 1b accepted that both electrical and 

mechanical lesees obey relaxation laws and can be represented 

In good approximation by the for* 

l + ^T 

or by a sum of ouch tena» with different relaxation times, 7T. 

In the studies reported herein, the main Interest was given to 

^mnx> the temperature at which, for a given frequency, CO , 

the losses show a maximum. For this temperature, CoT = I » 

and thus one obtains a value for X~ and it8 variation witn 
temperature. 

Relaxation phenomena are often explained by a rate process 

expressed au an exponential temperature dependence, of the form: 

T-r, e ~/Kr 
wh^ie S la the activation energy of the molecular proceas. 

Tha validity of this concept can be tested by plotting In.f 

vs. 1/T where T - for the frequency at which the loas 

is measured: -7- - 1/to at . 

If the relation above Is correct,. In.f vs. lAw* 

should ba a straight line Independent of how many relaxation 

frequencies have to be assumed to represent ths loss curves, 

provided all relaxation frequencies aro related to a single 

I 
activation energy. FerrylS has shown this to be true for 

the substances studied in this Investigation. Therefor« 

will be used for the study of the temperatur* dependence at 

the losses. 

a 
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Part 1. Folyvlnyl Acetate. 

Both œechanlcal and «lectrlcal lesa Beaaurementa xere 
( riU, /j» ) 

nade on this material, noatly by one individualin the ïAbora- 

tory, but aocie neaaurementa were repeated by a eeeond Investl- 

gator later with nodifled equipment^and were extended to lower 

frequenciea. The nechanlcal loas »eaauraoents shown in figure 8 

were taken with the vibrating reed aystea; those shown in 

figure 9 and 10 with the torsion pendulum. The latter figure 

illustrates one of the problems in making these measurements,- 

the effect of adsorption of water vapor from the atmosphère. 

Measurements taken with carefully dried air gave the aaae 

results as for the vacuum case. 

As seen in figures 8 and 9 the temperature dependence 

of the frequency lias an inflection at about the same tesaera- 

ture aa that of the maximum loas. In figure 8 the dashed 

curve was run one day later than the others, as a check on 

the reproducibility of the measurements. Marked "plastic 

flow of the saciple be©!\n at about 75°S and hence limited the 

mechanical loos observations to temperatures below this value. 

To explore further the affect of room air, the electrical 

Iocs of polyvinyl acetate was measured (by the method shown 

in figure 7) at four widely separated frequencies in room air 

and in vacuum. In figuro 11 the petíra only of the loas curves 

ars shown and the effect of moloture adsorption la clearly seen. 

Sine* water is plasticiser for some polymere, end plastleisere 

lower the transition temperature, the effect Is not unexpected. 

So shift In loss peak was found for dry sir so care was taken 

to keep the samples In dry air. 

i 
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Electrlcal loases O/CO and dielectric constant £/ va. 

tenperature are sho-n in figure 12. The symaetry of these 

curves lenda strerjgth to the electrical loss theory with only 

one relaxation constant “f . In the Cole-Cole1^ plot of thla 

date, figure 13, £" vs. (£j at 63°C, the angle ^ 

is a neasure of hoe closely the losses approach those for a 

single relaxation time for which CX-O . In this data. 

Of* 0.1. There Is also evidence that the real part of the 

dielectric constant ( 6' ) has an Inflection point at T»ejc 

(see figure 12) as predicted. 

Both mechanical and electrical loss measurements were 

taken over a wide temperature range (-160° to +£0°C) with 

constant (but different) frequency. A not very sharp peak, 

see figure 15, exists for the electrical loss but only an 

Inflection was found In the mechanical losses. The marked 

Increcae In loss boginning about -40°C la the tall of the 

loss curve observed at higher tenperaturea and is believed 

to be due to a different losa mechanism than that of the 

peak In figure 15. Also the absolute value of the peak In 

figure 15 le an order of magnitude lower than the "higher 

teuperature" peak, and the activation energy le much lower. 

Ux.t (where f - &-/ 2fT ) ve. lAc&x 18 shown In 

figure It for both types of measurements. The first work 

waa done by Woods*^ and extended by Vardhan**, who carried 

(with modified equipment) the mechanical observations down 

to 2.3 X 1CT* cps. Woods' data (upper part of graph) gives 

an activation energy of 57 KCal/oole which Is In good agree¬ 

ment with the value of 59 reported by Meeds and Puosa2®. 
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In txtsaâisis, -fee swusurecents to 2-3 * 13'* cps the 

technlíoe o’ i-eco.r52j\¿ *■> when ‘ij ■• 0 w&a use<3 and the 

position or the loss peaic with tei-.peratui-e studied as the 

sample was «art-etí and cooled. A difference of aoout 1°C 

In the position was foand. 

7h»t the activation energy is not constant but changes 

for lower freÇisr.cles Is definitely established by Vardhan's 

aeasurerjents. If one Interprets the curve as two separate 
£•«) 

straight lines as is indicated In the figure, a value of 

120 KCal- results for the low frequency portion. The recip¬ 

rocal of the transition temperature (30°C) as detemined by 
17 .-j 

Kokes and long fron diffusion teasurenents is 3-i * 10 

the last scale division shown In figure 14. All the loss 

peaks oireived, even at the lowest frequencies, are still 

at higher bacperatiuea than the transition temperatura, and 

one is tirpted to speculate that the tirnslticr« tenperature 

is the Unit to which the peal would nove if the frequency 

approaches zero. 

Fart 2. Cellulose Acetate. 
a 

Kechanleal loss r.easui esents were »ade by feoods on 

pure 2.3 acetate only. Electrical losses and dielectric 

constant were measured by both Woods and VarChan1^ for pura 

2.3 acetate, and by Yardhan only for cellulose 2.3 acetate 

with 50* K-17 saatlcixer, cellulose triacetate and cellulose 

triacetate plasticised with 5C$k n« tac resol. All the obser¬ 

vations »ere cade over the tenperature range -lòo°C to +150¾. 
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The electrical loase« 0/«k> va. tewperature at four 

fre«iwencie» for pure cellulose «-rotate are ahovm In figure 16. 

Yhé»e peaks are trad and not a><t**etrical¡ the Inflection 

point of the real part of the dielectric constant curve 1» 

not clearly present and do»3 not correspond veil with the 

maxie on of the loss curve. It 1« believed that these loe 

temperature loases have a different mechanism than those 

found at high temperature« in polyvinyl acetate. 

Por pure cellulose trlecet&te, the loss 0/«-* vs. 

temperature are shown In figure 17- At the lover three 

frequiincles two peaks are apparent. The peak appearing 

at temperatures from -65°C to +45¾ gives sn activation 

energy of 9.5 KCal/mols. Only four points are available 

freo vhich to compute the activation energy for the second 

peak, hence th* value of KCal/fcole ao determined may be 

in concideruble error. At the higher temperatures the 

softenijiS of the mteriftl introduce» a very large background. 

Four samples were etullcdj figure 17 shows the results taken 

with one sample. The curvo» for the other three samples are 

siolltr in appearance except that they shov only one set of 

peaks, and that the peaks occur at clifferant températures 

resulting in different valued of activation energy. 

Figure 18 presente the In f va. lAana ration for 

four materials; the activation energy for each Is listed. 

There are two linos for the pure cellulose 2.3 acetate; 

the one from 50 kc upwards rctults from Tardhan'a neaaur»- 

■er.ts whereas the one from SO « downward to 50 cps are 

from Woods' data.taken froa tto different sets of experiments. 

» 
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A1 though parallel, the skirt of VarifiwTs data towards higher 

teraperatures can perhaps' fc« explained on the basis cf solvent 

content In the «arpies. Woods* reasmwnta were made shortly 

after the.saaples bad bom prepared, and It Is not excluded 

that traces of solvent were present which disappeared during 

the Interval of several aontbs between his and Yare ban's 

»easuresients, during which tin* the staple was la a dry place 

and sometimes even In vacuum. The presence of solvent 11xe 

that of moisture rwke-a the peak appear at lower temperatures. 

For this same substance Woods made sore Mechanical 

measurements which are Included In Ff Í» 13; the values 

egtree well with the dielectric neasuraoents. 

When cellulose 2.3 acetate Is plasticised with 50< S-17. 

the peaks occur at -7 1 to e43°C for 330 epa to 105 ko giving 

an activation enerjry of 35 'ECal^sole. In figure 18 the resulta 

of three sets of •easrurcswsnts »..re rent suced. The points of 

each set fall on «3irf€*ixrit lin«» bat the slope of all three 

lines la the ssne. »e three Alfferent experlisents were 

perfomol r.t three different tiises aiai the shift» are believed 

to be due to a gradual «wpomtioa of naiatcre or, »ore proba¬ 

bly, of the plastleiaer. In fact, the later aaasurcsMnta 

which would have lesa plastleixer sjcording to this Interpre¬ 

tation, gave the lines at the Mc.';er températures. 

Cellulose triacetate with aetacresol showed peaks 

at -25°C to -10°C giving 45 KCal/a°le activation energy* 

This value la nearly the sane as that calculated fron the 

second set of peaks observed in pare triacetate at higher 

temperatures, as aentionec earlier, the two seta of peaks 

A 
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in pur« tri*c«tat« giving different activation energies are 

evidsntl? the renuit of two different processes. Addition 

of the plasticiser shifts both peaks to lower temperatures. 

Oft this basis, for 63 epa the peak at about 100°C has shifted 

to about -3i>°S on addition of 505t »etacresol. If we assume 

at least the aa»e awount of shift for the lower peak, occuring 
wiíA 

at -60°C in pure triacetate, it may be expected that^the addi¬ 

tion òf the metacresol it has shifted to temperatures outside 

the range covered by the equipment. 

Sisllarly the activation energy of 35 KCal/Wle for 

the sanslclaed 2-3 acetate corresponds to a process which, 

in pure cellulose 2.3 acetate, would occur at higher tempera¬ 

tures. However, no such peak was observed at the temperatures 

where the p;«k would be expected to occur. It is not clear 

whet causes the difference between the tri-aad the 2.3 acetates. 

The two sa*, pies were prepared by different experimenters and 

the amount of crystallinity, and possibly traces of solvent, 

may account for this discrepancy. 

The sane of activation energy, nsiaely 9-5 ECal/aole 

for both the 2.3 acetate end the triacetate leads one to 

conclude that this la independent of the degree of "acetatlon." 

On the other tend, there is a difference of about 10 KOal. in 

the activation energies for the two plasticized samples. How 

sig-lflcant the 10 dal. different la, seers difficult to 

decide. It la well possible that it la due to the different 

ehenical character of the pl&sticlzer; indeed, a similar 

difference has been observed In cellulose nitrate (aee later). 
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Of the two plastlcJeera, M-17, with the higher boiling point, 

gives the lower activation energy. It may alao be noted 

that the curve with higher activation energy Is shifted towarda 

lower temperature. In opposition to the general rule that 

relaxation processes occurlng at lever temperatures have also 

lower activation energies. Apart fi-om this, M-17 and meta- 

cresol give very stellar results, though according to Russell 

lí? 
and Van Kerpel the wetacresol freezes at +8°C. It thus appears 

that the action of the plasticizer Is net dependent on the state 

In which It Is present In the sample. 

Nakamura^ concluded that the transition shifts to lower 

temperature and the activation energy decreases with Increasing 

acetyl content. However, from figure 18, for the two pure ace¬ 

tates It is found that corresponding transitions for the tri¬ 

acetate occur at higher temperatures, which Is contrary to 

Nakamura1s observation. Also that the activation energy Is 

not less for the triacetate than that for 2-3 acetate ss 
no 

should be according to his view. Mead and Puosa found that 

tho transitions for polyvinyl acetate-gelva 60, which was 

heavier and more viscous than polyvinyl acetate-gelva 15. 

occured at higher temperatures than those for gelva 15. ï*»1* 

Is in line with the result of figure 13. 
SI 

Kandlekerti and Plory have reported two transitions 

for tho 2*3 acetate at 60**C and 120 C and two for the tri¬ 

acetate at 30°C and 105°C aa obtained from rolvrsetrlo meaaure- 
i* 

aents. Russell and Van Kerpel have found In similar experi¬ 

ments two transitions for tbs 2.3 acetate at 55°C *nd U5°C 

and three for the triacetate at b0°C, 120°C and 155°C. 



The differences in the positions of the rorrespcndlni tran¬ 

sitions found by Xandlekem and Plory and by Pbssell and 

Van Kerpel are snail and could be due to slight differences 

in the »ateríais used. Hoaever, since the volusietric neasure- 

aents can be considered "zero frequency" neasurenents, these 

transition tamnerature.' should be the lower limit of any set 

of peaiis which might be found by the method of the present 

Investigation. Therefore, the transition of Mandlekem and 

Plory at 30°C and that of Russell and Van Kerpel at %0°C for 

the triacetate corresponds In the present ease to the high 

teaperature set of peaks with an activation energy of about 

43 JCCai/mole. To the low temperature peaks observed In the 

present study would correspond a voluaetrlc transition 

temperature of -100°C or lower, which has not yet been 

observed. The advantage of loss measurements to detect 

transitions Is here evident. On the ether hand, this method 

Is unsuccessful at higher temperatures because of the onset 

of flow. 

Por cellulose 2.3 acetate with H-17 Russell and Van Kerpel 

report three transitions at nc.trly 30°C, 70°C and 100°C and, 

for cellulose triacetate with retacresol, two transitions 

at 70°C and 99°C. If addition of 50¡í setas resol shifts tha 

transition by 135 degrees as discussed before, It la hard 

to say w.ilcb of these above-mentioned transitions correspond 

to which of those of the pure samples. 

Russell and Van Kerpel also peri©rood some mechanical 

neasurenents (torsion pendulum, approximately 1 cps)—and 

this is the reason auch measurement« were not made In the 
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present study—on the same samples and found correlation with 

so::,e of the peaks but not with all the transitions observed 

by the dllatrometrlc method. 

A typical mechanical loss measurement made by Woods on 

pure cellulose acetate Is shown In Fig. 19* The line labeled 

backriround In the figure is the loes measured without the 

sample attached to the reed and coll (aee page 2lJ. The 

results of a number of curvea taken at different frequencies 

are Included In Fig. 18. The results of the mechanical and 

electrical measurements agree very well. 

Part 3. Nitrocellulose. 

a. Pure and Plasticised but Uncrosa-llnlced. 

Pure; Both mechanical and dielectric loaaeu for nitro¬ 

cellulose samples wore observed over the tc-perature range of 

approximately -180°C to +60°C. In the dielectric measurements 

the transition pecks wer« in many cases rather flat and a 

precise determination of the transition temperatures for 

different frequencies is not possible. The-mechanical measure¬ 

ments resulted In satisfactorily sharp peaks. 

A number of samples of the pure material were studied by 

both Woods and Vardhan, but each Invertighter used samples 

prepared at different tlicos. Typical results are shown in 

Figs. 20 and 22 for electrical and mechanical losses, respec¬ 

tively, by Woods12; and in Figs. 21 and 27, respectively, by 

14 
Vardhan. Activation energies were computed from the lines 

drawn in Fig. 23 for Woods' data and from Fig. 23 for Vardhan'a 

data. Woods' valus of t..t activation energy. -4X KCalyfaole, 

V 
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i* oonBld«ml>l7 lower than the values of 10 to 18 JSCalyfcolo 

calculai«! frr<i the Inter ae^aureaents. Ko explanation, 

other than the différence In preparation of the aanples, la 

apparen . 

The reeults on celluloae nitrate, Flß. 28, give two, 

non-oollaesir line», aa ww fouiKl for polyvinyl acetate. Fig. It. 

Only one eeaaureaeat with the vibrating reed nethod waa 

nade. Thia value, for 150 cps vibration. Is plotted on Fig. 28 

and agrees well with other ¡»*Mur**<ints. 

Plastic ie.iSh«a the nitrat# was plaatlolaed with 4.6# 

diethyl ptitbalate evidence of th» preseñe» Of peaks In tha 

Q/ùj versua t°C curre» becune »till fainter; but Ir.creaelng 

the plasticiser content to l5.£,j the occurrunca of peaka 

becomes senawhat rare proirounoe 1 ; s.®a Fig. 24. In thia caaa, 

■ the curve-» of 63 e?1® and 115 epu showed two flat paaka at 

about -45ec «rd +15°C. Eta peito, howevar, aera to fado away 

with Increase in fw^sincy. It Is »till not posulblo to obtain 

a valve of aotlvatlon tnrv^j trim these eurvoa. 

Kith Mcher pJ^ibtlclsor sentent» 41.¢1, 49*o# 60.7# 

diethyl pJatlulats {TO) ti:® C/OJ varava t°C eurvoa ahov 

quite pronosrsoed peaks, but cnly cno set of pedca for oaob. 

These occur at I£:3 to 42°0, 12°C to 37°C uad 5°0 to 2S°0 for 

frsquanelas of 60 epa to 50 ko for tha three eacplsa rsspao- 

tively. As an aataanplo, the r.ctcure: onto on the 49.SJS aamplo 

ara r - oduead in Fig. 25. Th® tctlratlon enorglaa calculated 

fron t a peak# aro 41.6, 43.8, and 47.6 CSal^f^ols. Ths 

log f venus Unes for the»# and for purs osUuloss 

nitrate arw shown In fig. 26. 
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Hechanlcal lojsoefl also were measured for »aaples containing 

H.8^, 16.7*, *1.6*. 49.9*. and 60.7* PSP pl&stlclxer. Typical 

results for the 4.6* and 16.7* arc Illustrated by the results 

shown In Pig. 29 for the 16.7* samples. Both cases show double 

peaks, with a possible third peak faintly seen for the 4.C* 

sample. Activation energies of 23 and 41 Kdal/sole were found 

for the two peaks and 39 53 KCal/mole likewise In the 4.0* 

and I6.7* samples respectively. When the DEP (plasticiser) 

content is Increased to 41.1* the 02" curves show only single 

peaks around about -41°C with an activation energy of 50 KCal/mole 

These seem, therefore, to correspond to the third peaks mentioned 

above, but shifted to lower temperatures due to Increased plasti¬ 

cization. These curves along with Og' plots are shown In Pig. 30« 

Measurements on the samples containing 49.9* and 60.7* 

PEP show single peaks but shifted still further toward® lower 

temperatures. The results of mechanical meaoureaenta versus 

plasticizer content may be auaaarlzed aa follows: 

Cellulose lältmte 

Plasticizer Peaks 
* DEP f *’ chcnlcal Electrical 

0 1—sharp 

2+1 uncertain 

2 definita 

only 1—sharp 

singla 

singla 

18 

53. 41 

39. 53 

10 

16.7 

41.6 50 

46 

48 

42 

44 49.9 

60.7 



A picture of what happens when a plasticizer la ailed 

In Increasing amounts la seen In Fig. 31. which sh< -s the 

Ug" curves for all plasticizer contents used, at one frequency 

peaks Is large at first as the plasticizer content is changed, 

being about 1.6 degrees per 1% change in the plasticizer for 

peak III from 16-791 to 41.^5. However, this shift becomes 

relatively aaAller when the plasticizer changed froa 41.4jt 

to 49.0%, being about 0.57 degree per 1¾ plasticizer again 

for peak III. It bee cees 0.12 degree per 1$ plasticizer 

change In the 49-S? to 60.79 range. It seems, therefore, 

that the effectiveness of the plasticizer decreases as Its 

fraction In the polyaer Increases. The dependence of Teâx 

on plasticizer concentration at constant temperature Is very 

sir liar to the variation of the transition temperature as 

detcrr.lned by Itberrelter3,0 frees valinaetric measurements. Aa 
O 

Boyer arid Spencer0 pointed out this dependence agrees only 

In a United range of eoneeatrmtion with a foi-mula they 

ZZ 
derived frew earlier worts of ¿'lory , according to which 

where Mg is the weight fractlsa of the Polyaer, T the absoluta 

temperature and A and B are constants (for a specific ays tea). 

The deviations at high concentration, where T^^ changes auch 

lesa than Indicated by this fórrala, may not be too surprising 

At these high concentrations toe segments of the polyaer 

aolecules whose motion la responsible for the losses la this 

frequency and tesperature region, are already surrounded by 
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the plasticizer molecules. This surrounding determines the 

effective viscosity, and, since further addition of plasti¬ 

cizer will not change this surrounding,and thus the viscosity 

significantly,the should not change. 

b. Plasticized and $*• »Mlized. 

Since moat of the plasticized samples showed aging 

effects that were Interpreted ai changes in the plasticizer 

content. It seemed of interest to study a sample containing 

a stabilizer. In fact, the measurementa were better 

reproducible, even over long time Intervala. 

Two samples, one plasticized with 50/ dl(2-ethyl hexyl) 

phthalate (DOP)--which la considered as a more stable plasti¬ 

cizer—and the other plasticised with %£/ XX)? and stabilized 

with 1£ stabiliser were investigated for both the dielectric 

and the elastic behavior. 

The 0/od versus temperature curves for the unstablllxed 

sample ehoned peaks In the range from -10°C to +37°C for 

frequencies of ISO cps to 50 kc, giving 29 ECal/mole for 

the activation energy. It may be recalled from the previous 

section that similar curves for the sample with 49.5/ DE? 

had peaks between >150C and +39°0 for the saiae frequencies, 

giving about 43 KCal/aole for the activation energy. It 

seems, therefore, that the chemical structure of a plasti¬ 

cizer exercises s definite Influence on the value of the 

activation energy. 

From the mechanical measurements on this sample an 

activation energy of 41 KCal/aole can ha calculated with 

* £ 
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the transitions ooourring in the region of -5^°C to -20°C. 

This region corresponds to the region of the transition 

peaks of the electrical «easureiaents which were at higher 

frequencies. Therefore, the loss pea’-» observed In the 

mechanical and electrical measurements seta to originate 

from the ssoe process. The difference of about 10 KCal/nole 

between the activation energy observed fro* the mechanical 

and dielectric aeasurecents 3 s thus similar to that found 

with polyvinyl acetate. The value of the activation energy 

for *1 KCal/wle la also quite close to the 46 KCal/fcole 

obtained for the sample with 49-9? D&P- « «»us appears 

that the different ch»«ical constitution of the plasticiser 

Is not ao effective In this case as It is In the dielectric 

measurements. The heights of the C2" curves, for both the 

500 POP and the DSP samples are nearly the same. The 

modulua 02* however, la soüte^hat less for the sample contain¬ 

ing POP. 

Por the sample plasticised with 450 POP and stabilised 

with 10 stabilizer, the C/c-*» curves. Pig. 32. gl^e trensltlon 

peales fron -1G0C to +310C for frequencies froa 115 cps to 50 he 

leading to 19 KCal/aole for the activation energy. This is 

about 10 ECal/role less than that for the sample without th* 

stabilizer discussed above. Also, the peaks, are not as well- 

defined and prodouaeod In this ease. 

Th* activation energy calculated fro* the mechanical 

measurements Is about £0 ECal/aole,—higher by about the 

ttr. amount »-hum the dielectric value as In the una tab Hired 

aasple. This regularity of the behavior seen to Indicate 

l 
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tfc*t the presence of the etahlllxer reduces the actlvetlon 

energy both in tha dielectric ar.d the weehanical behavior. 

c. Plasticised and Cross-linked. 

Four sïæpleu of cellulose nitrate plasticized with 50JÍ 

DE» and cross-linked to various degrees were studied with 

respect to dielectric as well aa mechanical losses. 

The G/ou versus temperature curves from the dielectric 

aeaaureaents at frequencies from 115 cps to 5 kc showed peaks 

in the region fron -19°C to +10°C, -15°C to +10°C, -15°C to 

+14°C and -15°C to +13°C, givlna activation energies of 30, 

30, 34.5 and 36.2 ECtJ/mole for the samples containing 2.44^, 

1.44,5, 0.?4,î and 0.74^ of cross-linking agent HDI and with 

crcsa-linking of (¾ ■ O.7O, 0.62, O.I8, and O.O6 respectively. 

Figs. 33 and 34 show a set of ouch curves for the least cross- 

llnPvd atiple obtained with the bridge and the Q-r.eter respec¬ 

tively. Log f va. IA*-* plotted for the peaks of these 

figures gives an activation energy of 30 ItCal/înole, The high 

fr--. -.1.- .Tcy measureaaota up to about 2 nc were taken for the 

other three ■ »ampies also. Fig. 35 lists the activation energlea 

for all the four croEa-llnked aamples. A plot for the uncroae- 

1 inked ea&ple with 49.DHP is also reproduced for comparison. 

A definite change of the activation energy in the four samples 

is noted although it is not very large (30-36 KCal/uole). For 

the two sasjples containing 0.74? HDI but having different 

degrees of crose-llnicing qy - O.I8 and 0.06, the variation of 

the activation energy is rather related to the HDI content 

and not to the degree of cross-linking, since both give the 

une value for activation energy, namely, 30 IXal/hole, so. 
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with Increasing degree of cross-linking, the corresponding 

tr-analtions occur at eoseuhat lower torpe re. tures. The cross- 

1 inking, on the other hand, has reduced the activation energy 

by about 10 KCal/sole from that of the uncross-linked »ample. 

It la Interesting to recall that the presence of of a 

atablllzer In a 4¾¾ plasticized aacple also reduced the 

activation energy by almost the sacie amount. Physically, 

therefore, the stabilizer and the erosa-llnklng agent see* 

to act In a similar manner. 

For the anelastlc response, the activation energy for 

all the four samples has a constant value of 44 Kf.al/foole 

aa ahown In Fig. 37. The corresponding 02" peaks occur at 

lower temperatures for a>u.:ples with greater erosa-llnklng. 

This shift In the positions of the pecks Is more pronounced 

for the mechanical meaeuresaents than for the electrical ones. 

This shift Is in an opposite direction to what one would 

expuct. In fact, cross-linking proc'urra a more rigid material, 

and the transition should shift to higher tu^pamtures, as 

is observed, for ex.ovple, for rub bar of different degrees of 

u 
vulcanization. 

The eonstrrt valus of activation «nargy for the four 

samples obtained from mechanical ■easureswats Is larger than 

the values calculated on the basis of dielectric measurements 

by an amount of the same order of magnitud«—l.s., shout 

10 KCal/feole—as for the pure cellules* nitrate or for tho 

samples pi sticlze with 5Cf DO? and plasticised with *9* 

POP and ett Ulis» ~ 
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It may also be noted that the activation energy fro» 

mechanical neaaiirements for the croao-llnked a&apleà does 

not differ from the corresponding activation energy (46 KCal/a.) 

for the tíncroas-linked sample. This behavior la different from 

that found for the stabilized and unatablllzed samples. Thus, 

as far as the anelastic behavior is concerned, cross-linking 

and stabilization do not seem to have aissilar effects. 

For sake of Illustration, a curve of Cg“ versus tempera¬ 

ture from pendulum measurements Is shown. Fig. 36, for the 

least cross-linked sample. Though the plots of Oj," and dg' 

for the four samples do not represent the absolute values with 

great precision, as stated before, they give definite indica¬ 

tions that Og" and especially Cg ' are constant for all the 

four saspics. This is again contrary to expectation because 

cross-linking is expected to increase the modulus. 

Reviewing the results obtained with eroas-llnked samples, 

one g-tins the impression that there is no very marked Influence. 

It üïy aell be that tho observed differences In the dielec trio 

or anelaatle behavior aro due rather to differences in prepara¬ 

tion and life history of the sacples than to the effect of 

S3 
cross-linking. It may also be pointed out that Aldrich 

found in the case cf hevea that cross-linking did not influence 

the viscoelastic observation; however, he worked in the ultra¬ 

sonic range, and a direct comparison may not be valid. 

4 



V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this Investigation emphasis was put upon finding the 

location of the loas peaks on the temperature scale and Investi¬ 

gating their shifts with frequency, plasticizer and cross- 

linking, etc. No effort was therefore made to compare the 

complete curves over the whole temperature range. By using y 
eeveral frequencies, activation energies could be computed 

from curves representing log f versus 

Since the location of the peak on the temperature scale 

Is dependent on the preparation of the test specimen and since 

there are often several peaks, the corresponding peaks occur¬ 

ring at different frequencies could be distinguished by their 

activation energy. 

It Is found that the activation energy la not constant ^ 
with temperature but Increacts as the static transition tempera¬ 

ture Is approached. Examples are polyvinyl acetate, pure 

cellulose nitrate and some of the plasticized samplea. 

No basic distinction could be found In the dielectric 

behavior of cellulose triacetate and cellulose 2.3 acetate. 

It can be concluded that the addition of a plasticizer 

does not change radically the value of the activation energy 

for any particular transition but only shifts It to lower 

températures. This shift becomes relatively smaller as the 

plasticizer content Increases. 

The addition of a stabilizer makes the measurements more 

consletent and reproducible. Its presence reduces the acti¬ 

vation energy in a say very similar to that of a croa a-linking 



Contrary to *xp«etation, oroas-llnklng rodueeo the value 

of the activation energy for the dielectric meaeurement». 

presence did not make any appreciable difference for the 

mechanical meaeurement*. However, In both cnees, the tren 

sltlone ehlft to lower temperatures. 

Plasticized samples are found to be rather unstable. 

It Is suspected that the plasticizer evaporates during the 

experiment, thus often leading to Incorrect results. 'Thle 

err» -1c behavior renders It difficult to make precise 

Ita 

statements.. 
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